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Abstract. This study aims to design a crane robot that has good performance with good stability,
good accuracy in the gripper clamping the object at the point of balance and reach the target location
well. The crane controller is installed with US-100 ping sensor and proximity infrared sensor to
detect position of object. The robot crane moves on the x, y and z axes or in three dimensions using
motors as actuator and it can be adjusted with motor drive. The crane moves on the x and y axes
using DC motor and z axis using servo motor. The crane automatically moves when it detects an
object. The crane's movement uses the trajectory determination method by maintaining speed.
Finally, the average accuracy of the gripper clamping exactly at the midpoint of the object is 93%.
The length of the object when it is clamped has an accuracy of 95%. The performance of the crane
robot is evaluated to transfer an object to the destination location takes 11 seconds with a track
length of 86.055 cm.
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1. Introduction
Cranes are machines that are used for transporting heavy loads or hazardous materials from one
place to another place. Cranes can be controlled by using several approaches for their operations,
which usually involve the process of gripping, lifting, transporting the load, then lowering and ungripping the load [1]. Crane is widely used to move a heavy object from one place to another not only
in manufacturing industry but also in-service industry. There are a lot of cranes that are used to move
objects in service industry such as in port container terminals, port terminals, warehouses, repairing
services, etc. [2]. Among these kinds of cranes, over- head crane is the most representative and
commonly used crane [3].
They can be classified based on the degrees of freedom that the support mechanism offers at
the suspension point. A crane consist of a hoisting mechanism and a support mechanism [4]. As one
of the important transportation equipments, cranes are successfully applied in diverse elds for the
heavy cargoes transportation [5]. In fact, each crane model is controlled with a dedicated control
algorithm that cannot be modified, accessed, or replaced at runtime[6]. Many industries rely on
cranes for efficiently executing storage and retrieval operations of goods. Areas of application are,
for instance, container logistics in seaports and warehousing operations in automated storage and
retrieval systems[7]. Cranes operated at warehouses are an important asset for many industries
which have to temporarily store products on their way from manufacturers to consumers. Such
warehouses are more of a need and a significant operational cost that must be minimized[8].
Automated storage/retrieval systems (ASRSs) are widely used in warehouses and distributions
centers all around the world[9]. Automated Storage/Retrieval Systems (AS/RS) have an important
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role in the improvement of the performance of automated manufacturing systems, warehouses and
distribution centers [10]. The pick & place task for a robot with movable platform located is present
at the most of the industrial. In the most commercial robots; where navigation is required in a closed
environment (for example , at the factory), ultrasonic sensors are suitable [11]. System for cranes
should be equipped with relevant equipment such as actuators and controllers [12]. Concerning
traditionally overhead cranes, nowadays, the dynamical modeling and control, in order to eliminate
swing effects and ensure system stability [13]. As a crane is an expensive equipments it is interesting
to optimize its performance to improve its utility [14]. To achieve efficient crane control and accurate
positioning, the speed for each direction is predetermined according to crane system specifications
such as maximum speed, acceleration and deceleration [15]. Crane control contains position
controller and speed controller[16]. The task of the robot crane is to find a path free of collisions
starting position moves to the target position in a environment with obstacles [17]. To increase
productivity, the overhead crane transports the payload as fast as possible to its destination [18].
Basically, the crane drive system uses a motor. Control of crane operations is carried out through
motor movement control[19]. There are three basic objectives in designing a robot free from
collisions, maintaining a constant distance from the wall, and moving smoothly at high speeds[20].
In this study the focus on problem solving of gripper accuracy and transfer objects precisely to
the destination. The accuracy of the gripper to clamping the object right on the balance point so the
object does not fall when it lift. To achieve research objectives using devices such as ultrasonic
sensor, infrared and rotary encoder. Object distance calculation is obtained by comparison of
ultrasonic sensor data and photoelectric infrared sensor data. Servo motor as a gripper actuator
pinches an object when the x and y axes are in the right position the control system uses a
microcontroller as the central controller. This robot crane is designed to have the ability to work
automatically to move object from one place to another. This robot crane is also able to return to the
starting point after delivering the object.
2. Research Methodology
Research method by designing hardware and software. The design of hardware and software
explained in this section.
2.1 Design of hardware
The crane robot block diagram is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Block diagram input and output control system
The microcontroller system is a microprocessor as center of the device central to all systems and
organizes all activities input / output system [21], [22]. Based on the block diagram in figure 1, the
crane robot control system consists of an input block, a control block and an output block. Input block
consists of ping sensor, photoelectric infrared sensor, rotary encoder, limit switch, toggle switch and
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push button. The controller block uses Arduino ATmega 2560. The output block consists of Motor
driver, LCD and LED.
This project using the ping US-100 high precision ultrasonic range sensor. The US-100 Ultrasonic
Sensor can measure or detect the object in the range of 2 cm to 450 cm distance and high precision
up to 3 mm. This US-100 has 2.4V to 4.5V wide voltage input range. To obtain a distance
measurement, set the Trig / TX pin high for at least 50 microseconds then set it low to trigger the
measurement. This project also using proximity sensor/switch E18-D80NK. easy to use Infrared
sensor with a long detection distance and has less interference by visible light. The sensor has
specifications input voltage +5V DC, current consumption > 25mA (min) ~ 100mA (max), sensing
range 3cm to 80cm (depends on obstacle surface).
2.2 The robot movement
The movement of robotic cranes is carried out to determine and consider how much distance is
obtained with the number of rotations of the DC motor on the z axis. The object transfer scenario
from point (30,30) to point (60,60). Based on the movement of the robot crane that moves from the
starting point (0,0) as follows.

Figure 2. Robotic crane trajectory
for more detailed trajectory of robot crane movements on the x and y axes shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The movement of the robot crane with the point of the object (30,30)
When the robot crane has detected the position of the object, then picks it up through two motions.
the first move on the x axis and the second move on the y axis. After the robot crane delivers the
object to the destination location, the robot returns directly to the starting point (0,0). The robot
moves from points (0,0), (30,0), (30,30) and to the final destination point (60,60). The gripper will
pick up and carry the object at exactly the right point (30,30). The second path of the robot moves
straight from point (60,60) back to the starting position (0.0). The distance between the robot crane
and position of object can be calculated using the following triangle formula.
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Figure 4. The distance of robot crane to the object
(1)

𝒓 = √𝒙𝟐 + 𝒚𝟐
Based on the Equation 1 the actual distance robot crane to object as follows:
𝒓 = √𝟑𝟎𝟐 + 𝟑𝟎𝟐 = 𝟒𝟐, 𝟒𝟐 𝒄𝒎

r is the actual distance. the movement of the robot crane from point (0, 0) to (30, 30) is not like when
detecting the initial load, but directly straight.
2.3 Flow chart of control program
Robot crane works by giving voltage from power supply to the microcontroller, and motor driver.
The first stage robot crane moves the DC motor as an actuator in sequence from the x-axis to the yaxis. When the start button is pressed, the DC motor (x-axis) moves, the Ping sensor located on the
x-axis reflects ultrasonic waves as a comparator for the calculation of the x-axis point to the point
obtained by the photoelectric infrared sensor. When the load has been detected by a photoelectric
infrared sensor, the rotary encoder on the motor (x axis) calculates and compares the distance of the
ping sensor on the x axis. After getting the load position correctly the gripper moves to take the load
and lift it. After the item is raised the gripper motor, the x-axis motor and the y-axis motor move
together to move the item to the setup position. Then the motor returns to the starting position.
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Figure 5. The flow chart for the robotic crane control program
Based on the flow chart figure 3 consist of two steps generally. The first step, the load detected and
sensor sends data to the microcontroller to be processed, the second step of the microcontroller gives
the command to the motor to move to the load. after the gripper is just above the load, it will be
moved according to the specified location. Then the gripper returns to the starting position after
delivering the load to the location.
A robotic crane is designed to be able to move in 3 dimensions x, y and z. Movement on the x and
y axis uses dc motor and for the z axis uses a servo motor. So totally, there are 4 actuators used in
this research project. Two DC motors for moving on the x and y axes, and 2 servo motors for moving
on the z axis and gripper.
3. Results and Discussions
Testing the control system on the robot crane is needed to find out the performance. The testing
method used is to measure and record the results of the experiment.
3.1 Testing the relationship between current and the load
Testing the power supply circuit to determine the feasibility of the power supply in providing voltage
and current to the control system and some microcontroller outputs and protecting the device from
over-current. The energy source for supplying electrical energy to the control system and the load
uses 12 volts and 3 A for current.

Figure 6. the relationship between current and number of loads
Figure 6 shows the relationship between current and total load. The current increases due to the
increasing number of loads. Likewise, in the power consumption test as shown in Figure 7. Loads
consist of microcontroller, sensors, LED, LCD, motor driver, DC motor, servo motor and gripper.

Figure 7. the relationship between power and number of loads
Based on the test results for the power supply, the supply voltage is stable when the connected
systems are active. When the system is turned on, no voltage drop occurs. The current increases
when all loads are activated. The current increase is not significant, so it is a normal state. This can
be said that the power supply is in good condition and is suitable for use.
3.2 Gripper accuracy test results in clamping the midpoint of the object
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Gripper accuracy is how the gripper can pinch precisely at the midpoint of the object. The goal is to
maintain the balance, so the object does not fall when the gripper lifts the object.

Figure 8. The midpoint of object as gripper target
Based on Figure 6, the object has a length of 8 cm and a height of 6 cm. the specified midpoint of the
object is 4 cm taken from the midpoint of the object's length. To get the gripper's accuracy in pinching
the midpoint of the object, in this experiment 5 times were carried out, the results as shown in Table
1.
Table 1. The Experiment results of gripper accuracy to clamp midpoint of object
No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Experiment Result
(cm)
3.7
3.6
3.8
3,7
3.8

Target of the object point
(cm)
4
4
4
4
4

∑ %𝐀𝐜𝐜𝐮𝐫𝐚𝐜𝐲

Accuracy
(%)
93%
90%
95%
93%
95%

(2)

Average gripper accuracy = 𝐧 𝐄𝐱𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐢𝐦𝐞𝐧𝐭
Based on Equation 2 the average accuracy can be calculated as follows:
Average accuracy =

93%+90%+95%+93%+95%
5

= 93%

3.3 Gripper accuracy test results for picking and lifting objects
The important thing in this robot crane is the movement of the gripper up and down to pick up and
lift objects. The gripper specifications used in this project have clamp max open is 55mm, clamp total
length 108mm, clamp total width 98mm when the clamp open.

Figure 9. Aluminium alloy robotic claw
The purpose of testing the rotary encoder on the gripper so that the gripper does not hit the ojek
when the downward movement takes an object. The rotation of the knob on the z axis as a driving
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motor when raising and lowering the gripper, the encoder is needed to determine and calculate the
distance of the gripper down so that it does not hit the object.
Table 2. The Experiment results of gripper accuracy to clamp midpoint of object
No.

Total rotation of DC Motor

Actual distance

Target

1

50 rotation

6 cm

6 cm

2

50 rotation

6 cm

6 cm

3

50 rotation

7 cm

6 cm

4

50 rotation

6 cm

6 cm

5

50 rotation

6.5 cm

6 cm

Based on the Figure 9 length of gripper to clamp object 3 cm so if the gripper moves up and down
totally 6 cm. Table 2 shows the results of distance measurements with a target of 6 cm. To reach a
distance of 1 cm requires 8 rotations so for 50 rotation about 6 cm. Based on the data in table 2, the
gripper mileage for up and down movements compared to the target distance is calculated as follows.
Gripper rotation accuracy=

100%+100%+86%+100%+92%
=5

= 96%

Accuracy is affected by rounding of numbers, gripper grips, and object dimensions. In the
experimental results table 2 shows the safe distance when the gripper took the object did not hit it
because the gripper has a total length of about 10.8 cm.
3.4 Testing the movement of the robot from the point of (0,0) to (60,40)
The mechanical design in figure 10 has a length of 60 cm and a width of 40 cm. Figure 10 shows the
movement of the robot crane from detecting until delivering object to the final location.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 10. (a) Starting position of the object, (b) the crane is lifting and carrying the object to the
final location, (c) the object has arrived at the final location
The object is placed at the center point of the x and y axes (30, 20). The object is transferred to point
(60, 40), for more details explained in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Robotic crane paths on the x and y axes
To transfer objects from point (30,20) to end point (60,40), robot crane moves through several points
starting from (0,0), (0,30), (30,20) and finally to point (60,40 ). The total length of the robot's
trajectory to transfer objects from the starting point (0.0) to the end point (60.40) is calculated based
on the trajectory in Figure 12.

Figure 12. The length of the robot's trajectory for transferring objects
q is calculated as follows:

𝑞 = √302 + 202
𝑞 = 36.055 𝑐𝑚
q= the length of the robot's trajectory for transferring objects from (30,20) to point of (60,40).
So, the total length of the robot's trajectory to deliver the object 86,055 cm. based on testing the
duration of time needed to transfer an object with a path length 86,055 cm, shown in Table 3.
Table 3. The result of robot travel time based on the length of the track
No
1.
2.
3.
3.
4.

Point of Trajectory
(0,0) to (30,0)
(30,0) to (30,20)
(30,20) – loading process
(30,20) to (60,40)
(60,40) - unloading process
Total

Length of track (cm)
30
20
36,055
86,055

Time (s)
2.4
1.6
2.06
2.88
2.06
11

Loading process is the process of gripper going down until lifting an object. The loading process takes
2.06 seconds before the object is transferred to the destination location. And also, for the unloading
process takes 2.06 seconds. In total the time taken by the robot crane to travel 86.055 cm from point
0.0 to point 60.40 is 11 seconds. So, the average speed of the robot is calculated as follows.
𝑆
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑎𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 = 𝑡
(3)
Based on Equation 3 the average speed of the robot as follows:
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 =

86.055 𝑐𝑚
11 𝑠

= 7,2𝑐𝑚/𝑠

S = the total length of the robot's trajectory for object transfer
t = total time the robot traveled the length of the track
After the robot puts the object to the destination, then the robot returns to the starting position from
point 60,40 directly to 0,0.
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Figure 13. The length of the robot's trajectory returns to the starting point
Based on figure 13, the length of the robot's trajectory to return to the starting point is calculated as
follows:
𝑟 = √602 + 402 = 72.11 𝑐𝑚
r = the length of the robot's trajectory returns to the starting point.
The time taken by the robot to return to the starting position with a distance of 72.11 cm is 4.98
seconds, so the speed of the robot returning to base has been calculated as follows
72.11 𝑐𝑚
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 = 4.98 𝑠 = 14,48 𝑐𝑚/𝑠
4. Conclusions
Based on the data and analysis results, the robot has a good performance with a good precision and
accuracy. The robot gripper has been able to clamp objects at the midpoint with an accuracy of 93%.
The length of the object when it is clamped has an accuracy of 95%. The robot also has a high stability
when carrying objects to the destination location. Robot gripper can lift right in the middle of the
object, so that the object does not fall when raised. The average speed of robots to deliver object with
a track distance of 86.055 cm is 7,2 cm / s, while returning to base takes 4.98 seconds with the length
of track is 72.11 cm
In further research, crane robot can be developed to overcome many obstacles. Support for
internet connection so that it can be controlled with a mobile application. The selection of sensors
for distance detection needs to be considered in terms of precision.
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